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Logging Operations
Logging has been completed in Luncheon Creek at 18
km (CP 62) and in the Mayo (CP 58). Logging is currently
underway at 14 km (CP 62 Block 38-1).
Logged volume since April 01 to November 30th, is
approximately 23,947 m3. KVL remains on track with our
current harvest rate to log our projected 74,000 M3 into
quarter two of 2018.
A log flow for 2017 was prepared with a harvest plan of
approximately 74,000 m3 with the following projected
volumes by harvest system. The log flow has been amended
due to permit delays and will be spread out over the next
three quarters.
Commercial thinning ~48,000m3
Cable - ~ 8,600m3
GBS ~ 18,000m3
KVL commenced operations in mid-November with the KVL
Cat Crew on a trial basis. The Cat Crew operations are on CP
62 Block V63 (completed November 27) and are currently
working on Block 38-1 at 14 km west Kalum on commercial
thinning blocks. We will continue to monitor and evaluate
the development of this crew from both a safety and
productivity perspective.
KVL completed significant up grades on four bridges on the
west Kalum FSR – the work at a cost of over $38,250 was for
running decks and guard rails. This work ensured access into
the CP58 Mayo block and will continue to provide access for
our future developments. In addition, KVL purchased a 50
foot portable bridge to access our CP 58 Erlandsen block.
This bridge is portable and can be moved from site to site as
required. 
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Engineering
Four cutting permits have been approved for a total
estimated volume of 60,000 m3. One additional cutting
permit has been submitted with approval that was expected
in October for an additional 15,000 m3.
•

Cutting Permit 55 is approved and harvesting was
completed on block 1 & 2. Block 3 in the Zymacord
is scheduled to be logged as soon as we can source a
contractor. This permit contains approximately 15,000
m3

•

Cutting Permit 56 is approved and harvesting was
completed on the Luncheon Creek block, of approx.
8000 m3. The North Beaver block will be delayed until
spring 2018 as we were waiting for BC Hydro to install
a bridge at 4 km, saving KVL an estimated $120,000.
This permit contains approximately 15,300 m3. In
addition to the bridge delay the North Beaver has
areas of identified Goat Winter Range which limits our
operations from November 15 to March 15 aﬀecting
our ability to start and finish before the window closes
in 2017.

•

•

Cutting Permit 58 is approved- Operations
commenced this month on two blocks located around
16 km on the west Kalum and the third block in the
Mayo will commence in October. Harvesting should
be completed in November. These blocks account for
approx. 12,800 m3.
Cutting permit 62 was recently approved. One
block is located adjacent to CP 58 and will be logged
concurrently with that permit- The other blocks
located in the Erlandsen, Pine Lake will be harvested
in the winter 2017/18. This permit contains approx.
18,300 m3

•

Cutting Permit 57 is located in the Zymacord and Clear
Creek. This permit has approximately 15,000 m3 and
is now scheduled for harvest in winter to spring of
2017/18. This cutting permit will complete our 2017
planned engineered volume

•

Field visits with Kalum Ventures staﬀ were conducted
alongside Westland Resources and Dave Coates,
a retired second growth management researcher
from FLNRO, to see firsthand and discuss KVL’s
approach to the second growth management and
the transition of our forests from even age to uneven
age stand management. This transition to uneven

age stand management will allow other resources
to be managed that will reﬂect the way the forests
were prior to progressive clear cutting. This will allow
continuous opportunities for cultural/ community
activities and a continuous and economically viable
income stream. The presentation and field visit were
well received.
•

KVL along with Rick Brouwer and Dave Coates
will be presenting this approach to second growth
management to the Kitsumkalum Membership at the
Annual General Meeting on October 14

Permit CP 57 has been delayed due to FLNRO waiting on
a letter from Kitsumkalum Band confirming that KVL has
an agreement with the Kitsumkalum FN to harvest on
proposed settlement lands. Approval of this CP 57 will meet
our goal of permitting approximately 74,000 m3 in 2017.
Reconnaissance work continues to identify the next round
of cutting permit submissions with the goal of building a
standing timber inventory to respond to changing markets
for the 2018 harvesting year.
KVL’s field crews continue to work on field engineering,
post logging measurements and silviculture updates for our
licenses. 
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Markets

Silviculture

China log prices have remained steady since the last report.
The 5 inch sort has increased another 10% in price based
on negotiations with our buyer. The remainder high end
Japanese hemlock peelers, Korean logs and Japanese Balsam
remain steady.

Formal write ups and reporting for 2016 surveys were
completed by KVL crews with the exception of two blocks
as portions were fill planted in the spring of 2017. The
surveys and write ups for these blocks will be completed in
2018. A total of 45,785 seedlings were planted on 7 blocks.
No brushing activities were done or required in 2017. KVL
continues to remain current with our silviculture obligations
and liabilities. Silviculture liability update to be done in
quarter 1 of 2018 

We have recently requested another 3% price increase
for the 8”-11” top. This sort will provide KVL the greatest
opportunity as that sort comprises the largest percentage of
our profile within the 2017 log flow.
The 5-inch market remains in place, which improves our
ability to continue to maximize the utilization of second
growth blocks. Along with a tiered pricing with the customer
for our 5”- 8” top and a new log specification. The changes
have resulted in an improved utilization of 5% more volume
from the block. This not only increases our revenue side, but
decrease our fixed cost expenditures on a /m3 basis.
Skeena sawmills pricing has finally matched other
competitors after much negotiations between ourselves and
their office. This has paid back in the ability to ship to more
customers with the right log to the right place at similar
pricing. Payment has also been timely.
Skeena’s market is important to KVL for our ability to access
the timber profile on our Licence with some blocks hemlock–
balsam being entirely designated to Skeena Sawmills.
Kalum Ventures Ltd has negotiated with Alcan Trading, log
pricing for CP 62 Block 38-1 at 14 km on the west Kalum.
The values and grades agreed to will see our revenue side on
Hemlock/Balsam increase in excess of 25%. The grades and
log specifications are similar to our past log sales to Trapa.
Trapa could not currently match Alcan pricing, but will
continue to provide pricing on future blocks for KVL’s
consideration.
This new pricing from Alcan is reflective on the growing
demand worldwide for lumber and wood products
Cedar:
Cedar sawlog prices have remained strong. No change from
last report. This product has significantly
increased our average log values on some cutting permits
and positively affected our bottom line.
Cw merch-330, Cw Strd-210, Cw gang-190, Cw shake-58. 
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Economic
Development and
Licence Administration
KVL has submitted our new five year Forest Stewardship
Plan on September 8 to the Ministry of Forests Lands Natural
Resources Operations (FLNRO). This plan when approved will
replace the existing plan that will expire at the end of 2017.
KVL submitted this plan jointly with Kitselas Forest Products.
The estimated savings for submitting this joint plan is
between 12-15 thousand dollars.
The FSP approval time line is in question due to issues raised
between the Nisga’a Lisims Government and the Province
of BC on cutting permit referrals. We are waiting for clarity
from the province on their position and have had direct
discussions with the Nisga’a on resolving their concerns.
FLNRO has confirmed that they will not be forwarding it to
the District Manager until consultation with FN is completed
- this is expected mid-January.
KVL would like to welcome Victoria Johnson to the Kalum
Ventures team. Victoria joined us on July 4th, 2017. Victoria
will be the new finance manager ensuring all invoices are
paid in a timely manner, and preparing and monitoring the
KVL yearly budgets. Welcome aboard Victoria! 

Every year Kalum Venture’s makes a donation to
the Kitsumkalum Events Committee to go towards
the many activities and events that happen in
Kitsumkalum.
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Visit Kalum Venture’s Office at 14303
Highway 16 West in the Kitsumkalum
Economic Development Building.

CONTACT US
KALUM VENTURES LTD.
Mailing Address:
PO BOX 922
Terrace, BC V8G 4R2
Office Location:
14303 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C., Kitsumkalum Reserve
Lyle Bolton, Operations Manager
lyle@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 103
Troy Sam, Forest Tech./GIS Tech./Safety Officer
troy@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 109
Aaron Horner, Forest Tech.
aaron@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 109
Nick Sims, Forest Tech.
nick@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 103
Victoria Johnson, Finance Manager
victoria@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 113
Phone: 250-635-8060
Toll-Free:1-888-635-8060
Fax: 250-635-8062
This newsletter is created by the
Kitsumkalum Communications Department

